
Quadrotor 2018 Trial Event Rules 
Florida Science Olympiad 

 
1. DESCRIPTION: Prior to the competition, teams must design, build, document, and test a quadrotor 

UAV to perform functions subject to scoring. 

A TEAM OF UP TO: 2     IMPOUND: Yes     EYE PROTECTION: B     EVENT TIME: 8 minutes 

2. EVENT PARAMETERS:Teams must provide one device. 
b. Teams without proper eye protection must be immediately informed of the eye protection requirement 

and given a chance to obtain eye protection if time allows; otherwise, the infracting team is not 
permitted to compete and is scored as a no-show for the particular sub-event. 

c. The competition area and items must be provided by the supervisor. 
d. Computers, programming equipment, spare parts, calculators, pencils, and paper are permitted in 

addition to the device during the 5-minute pit-stop. Stop watches, pencils, and paper are allowed 
during competition. 

e. No cell phones or computers are permitted during competition. 
3. CONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS:The device includes the quadrotor, a wireless remote-control box 

capable of Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, or any other RF communication, and an optional tether to obtain score 
multipliers in the Hover Rescue event.Overall Dimensions\General Parameters: 

i. All components present at the start of a trial must stay attached to the quadrotor at all times – items 
must not be jettisoned during flight. 

ii. All parts (except the control box) must fit inside an 18 in x 18 in x 18 in cube. The tether is not 
restricted to these dimensions during the run. 

iii. All spare parts must fit inside the same 18 in x 18 in x 18 in cube with the quadrotor. 
b. Rotors: 

i. Maximum length (tip to tip) = 6 in. 
ii. Metallic materials are not permitted. 
iii. Rotors must not be sharpened to a point. 

c. Motors: 
i. Maximum angular speed at rated voltage (no load) = 7200 rpm. 
ii. Maximum propeller to motor gear ratio = 5. 

d. Power: 
i. Maximum output voltage = 24 V. 
ii. Maximum capacity = 2400 mAh. 

e. Sensors: 
i. GPS systems are not permitted. 

f. Communications: 
i. Radio control equipment used for this event must operate on frequencies designated by the FCC for 

surface devices. The frequency must be marked by the manufacturer on the transmitter. Allowable 
frequencies are: 75 MHz band (75.41 - 75.99 MHz), 27 MHz band (26.995 - 27.255 MHz), 49 MHz 
band (49.8302 - 49.890 MHz) or 2.4 GHz (Bluetooth is acceptable.) Devices using other 
frequencies must not be allowed to compete. 

4. DOCUMENTS:In addition to the device, teams must develop and submit at check-in (or as announced 
by the tournament director) a three-ring binder with the following sections:Engineering Drawings (hand-

drawings are acceptable), either as 3-views or projected views, of the basic structure of the device that must 
show (with labels): 
i. All energy sources 
ii. All motors and/or actuators 
iii. All structural elements 
iv. Significant electronics (microcontroller, sensors, etc.) 

b. Individual Component List comprised of every base-level component on the device. A base-level 
component is defined as a collection of elementary parts that, when combined, complete a function 
(e.g. microcontroller, sensor, etc.). This includes all preassembled components (those not assembled by 
the team). The low-level components, such as the electronics that make up the microcontroller, 
fasteners, etc. do not need to be included. Each entry of the component list must include: 
i. Name 
ii. Vendor 



iii. Two or more key properties (e.g. weight, dimensions, voltage rating, etc.) 
iv. Quantity 

c. Operating Description to describe functionality and competition plan. 
i. Device reaction to each control input. 
ii. Tentative/Proposed plan of movement (i.e., which items in the Competition Area will be moved; 

how the Device will move each item). 

5. COMPETITION AREA:The competition area is a 10 ft x 10 ft x 8 ft (length x width x height) enclosure 
completely surrounded by safety netting. The supervisor must place tape markings on the ground to 
indicate the pilot area, observer area, ring stands, and launch pads.General Event Layout:  

i. Competition Area: This is defined as the area inside the enclosure. Participants must not enter this 
area without being accompanied by the supervisor. 

ii. Pilot Area: This is a 2 ft x 10 ft (depth x length) area for piloting. The pilot must remain in this area 
during his/her respective run. Leaving the area results in stoppage of the trial and, during the 
Emergency Response trial, a score of zero will be given. The supervisor may adjust the depth of this 
area to accommodate any special circumstances for participants. 

iii. Observer Area: This is a 2 ft x 10 ft (depth x length) area for a second participating team member, 
known as the observer. The observer must remain in this area during his/her respective run. 
Information must only be relayed to the pilot from the observer assigned to this area. Leaving the 
observer area results in stoppage of trial time and, during the Emergency Response trial, a score of 
zero will be given. The supervisor may adjust the depth of this area to accommodate any special 
circumstances for participants. 

iv. Launch Pad: The device must begin each event within the 2 ft x 2 ft, taped launch pad area. This 
area has two designated locations, one for each trial. The team must move the device from the 
check-in table to the launch pad square, while accompanied by the supervisor. Team members must 
not turn on the device until it is placed on the launch pad. The event begins on motion of the device. 

v. Check-In Table: This table must be within a short distance of the competition area (approximately 
10 ft). Teams report to this table for check-in, impound, and pick-up. 

vi. Pit-Stop Area: This area is used to make repairs and alterations to the device after the Hover Rescue 
trial. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Event Layout – Overview. 
b. Hover Rescue: 

i. Ring Stand Area: Ring stand areas must be measured and marked with tape to ensure the stands do 
not shift between trials. These areas are 8 in x 36 in (see Figure 2) and contain the ring stands. 

ii. Ring Stand Construction: The ring stands are comprised of an 8 in x 8 in x 36 in (length x width x 
height) cardboard box and a layer of two-inch foam fixed to one 8 in x 36 in side. The rings are fit 
into 6 in slits cut in the foam at six-inch increments. 

iii. Rings: One six-inch diameter diving ring is placed in each foam slit. Slits must be cut such that 
minimal interference occurs between the foam and the rings. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Hover Event - Layout and Equipment 
c. Emergency Response: 

i. General Placement: All obstacles must be placed one foot from the edge of the enclosure and 
centered on the enclosure’s centerlines. Obstacles must be completed in sequence to be scored. 

ii. Over/Under: This obstacle is made up of a simple three-foot PVC cube.  The device must pass over 
the first horizontal element (top horizontal edge) of the cube and under the next, while staying 
within the transverse boundaries of the cube to complete this obstacle. If the device contacts the 
obstacle or leaves the boundaries, the obstacle must be reattempted from its beginning. 

iii. Tunnel A: This obstacle is made of a large box (18 in x 18 in x 24 in) taped to the surface of a small 
desk or table. The long dimension is placed parallel to the pilot area. The device must enter the 
tunnel on the “observer side” and exit on the opposite side to complete the obstacle. Contacting the 
box is permitted. 

iv. Tunnel B: This obstacle is made of a large box (18 in x 18 in x 24 in taped to the surface of a small 
desk or table and a stationary pedestal fan at the tunnel's entrance. The fan must be set to its middle 
speed setting and blow perpendicular to the tunnel entrance in the direction of the observer. The 
device must enter the tunnel on the “fan side” and exit on the opposite side to complete the obstacle. 
Contacting the box or fan is permitted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Emergency Response Event: Layout and Equipment 

6. COMPETITION:At check in, the event supervisor inspects, measures, and impounds the device. All 
spare parts must be approved at check-in and impounded with the device.Hover Rescue Event 

i. Teams must report to the check-in area 15 minutes prior to their respective Hover Rescue trial 
times and collect their devices from impound at their specified trial times. 

ii. The competing team transports the device from the check-in area to the competition arena and 
places the device on the launch pad. Then, the team turns on the device and each member moves 
to his/her respective areas. 



iii. The pilot must remain in the pilot area and the observer must remain in the observer area for the 
duration of the trial. 

iv. Teams have 5 minutes of trial time to demonstrate hover capabilities (see scoring). Trial time 
begins once the team notifies the supervisor that it is ready and initiates liftoff, with a liftoff grace 
period of 10 seconds. 

v. Teams may achieve score multipliers for picking up any number of the rings throughout the arena. 
To successfully attain a score multiplier, rings must be picked up from alternating ring stands (i.e. 
two rings cannot be picked up consecutively from the same stand to be counted for the multiplier). 

vi. The trial must stop if any of the following occur: 
• 5 minutes has elapsed 
• The team says “Stop.” 
• Any person enters the competition area while rotors are spinning. 
• The pilot moves out of the pilot area. 
• The observer moves out of the observer area. 
• Any part of the device touches the ground or netting of the competition area. 

vii. If the trial is stopped for any reason, the device must be brought to rest. Once the rotors have 
stopped spinning, the pilot enters the competition area, turns off the device, and proceeds to the 
pit-stop area. 

b. Pit-Stop 
i. The competing team has 5 minutes to make adjustments/repairs to its device and must stay in the 

pit-stop area for the duration of the pit-stop. 
ii. Computers, programming equipment, spare parts approved at check-in, calculators, pencils, and 

paper are permitted during the pit-stop. 
iii. After 5 minutes has elapsed, the competing team must impound its device and remaining spare 

parts. 
c. Emergency Response Event 

i. Teams must report to the check-in area 15 minutes prior to their respective Hover Rescue trial 
times and collect their devices from impound at their specified trial times. 

ii. The competing team transports the device from the check-in area to the competition arena and 
places the device on the launch pad. Then, the team turns on the device and each member moves 
to his/her respective areas. 

iii. The pilot must remain in the pilot area and the observer must remain in the observer area for the 
duration of the trial. 

iv. Teams have 3 minutes of trial time to navigate through the obstacles in order (see Competition 
Area). Trial time begins once the team notifies the supervisor that it is ready and initiates liftoff, 
with a liftoff grace period of 10 seconds. 

v. The trial must stop if any of the following occur: 
• 5 minutes has elapsed 
• The team says “Stop.” 
• Any person enters the competition area while rotors are spinning. 
• The pilot moves out of the pilot area. 
• The observer moves out of the observer area. 
• Any obstacle is altered from the conditions specified in the Competition Area section. 

vi. If the trial is stopped for any reason, the device must be brought to rest. Once the rotors have 
stopped spinning, the pilot enters the competition area, turns off the device, and proceeds to the 
pit-stop area. 

d. Teams who wish to file an appeal must leave their documentation and device with the supervisor. 

  



 
7. SCORING:High score wins. 

b. Final Score = (Hover Rescue Score + Emergency Response Score) – Document Penalties 
c. Hover Rescue Score = (1 + number of rings) x Time (in seconds) 
d. Emergency Response Score 

i. A minimum of one obstacle must be completed to obtain a nonzero score. 
ii. Emergency Response Score Formula 

Emergency Response Score = 100number of obstacles completed/2 x Time (in seconds) 

iii. Each time any part of the vehicle touches the ground or enclosure, 30 seconds will be added to the 
time. 

e. Document Penalties = deduct 1000-points from the team’s final score for each incomplete section of 
documentation 

f. Devices that do not meet the construction parameters are not eligible for competition and are not 
scored. 
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